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Welcome to the Powerwrap Quarterly Edition for 2019
This issue covers articles submitted by fund managers
on key economic themes expected to play out this year.
The publication also contains topical financial and economic
issues impacting Australia and the global economy.

Coal to Renewable Energy
Legg Mason talk about the ESG Impact screens used
to exclude carbon in portfolios.
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A roadmap to
Sustainable Investing

C

limate Change has become the
defining issue of this decade and
poses the single greatest environmental threat to humanity we have
seen. The Global warming trend is real.
As a result of human activity since
the mid-20 th century, the Earth’s climate has changed as Carbon Dioxide
and other gases continue to trap heat
in the atmosphere. There is no question
that the rise in greenhouse gases have
caused the Earth to warm in response,
the evidence is overwhelming. Global
carbon emissions hit a record high in
2018, rising by an 3.4% in the U.S. alone. France recorded its highest temperature on record, 45.9 Celsius just a
few weeks ago. In 2017 six key targets
were identified that mankind must hit
by 2020 if the Paris climate goal of limiting global temperature rises to 1.5 Celsius is to be met. These radical changes
include the immediate phasing out of
fossil fuels. That means changing the
way we generate energy for electricity
and transportation. Using renewables
such as solar and wind and funding investment in sustainable development.
As a result, Powerwrap has seen a rapid
change in the way fund managers tackle asset allocation and there has been
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a notable rise in Environmental, Social
and Governance considerations and
impact investment funds on the platform. Sustainability has become such
a crucial element to iWnvesting that
financial advisers and investors are actively seeking fund managers that are
committed to sustainable investing and
have signed the UN’s Principles for Responsible Investing (PRI) accord. Nine
out of Ten of the world’s biggest fund
managers have signed this agreement.
The PRI initiative looks to implement
the six Principles for Responsible Investment. It aims to identify the links
between investment and environmental, social and governance issues, and
to help signatories incorporate these
issues into their investment and ownership decisions.
There are a few terms that are often
thrown around interchangeably to
describe sustainable investing. Terms
include ‘sustainable’, ‘social’, ‘responsible’, ‘impact’ and ‘ESG investing’ all
have specific meanings. There are 3
types of Sustainable Investing – ESG,
SRI and Impact Investing. Sustainable
Investing is selecting companies that
seek to combat climate change, environmental destruction, while promoting

Will Davidson (CEO)
corporate responsibility.

1.

2.

ESG - Environmental, social, and governance are non-financial factors
that used to determine the long-term impact on risk and return of
a company. The theory is that companies that have a higher ESG score are less risky and more profitable. ESG factors help screen stocks
that may be exposed to fossil fuels,
waste and pollution, resource depletion and greenhouse gas emission. Social factors look at gender
diversity or working conditions.
Governance factors look at how
the company is governed. ESG’s
fundamentals weed out the rotten
eggs whilst keeping the good ones.
For Example - Russell Investments
Australian Responsible Investment
ETF selects companies with a high
ESG score.
SRI - Socially responsible investing
(also called ethical investing) aims
to screen stocks on both financial
returns and social good. In other
words an investment and moral
judgement. The investment must
be both profitable and sustainable.
SRI is about individual values before company profit. SRI uses ESG

Why Considering ESG Factors Makes
Good Investment Sense

Auscap talks about the importance of considering ESG factors
page 7
when investing.

Modern Day Slavery in Focus
Cromwell talks about the Asia-Pacific region having
page 10
2/3’s of the 40m people trapped in slavery.

continued on next page...
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factors to apply a positive or negative screen. Such a screen could be:
Alcohol, tobacco and drugs. The
aim is to generate profit without
going against one’s individual social conscience. Example – investing
in the Australian Australian shares
Fund selects companies based on
the benefits provided by their products/services and go with their
stance on ESG issues.
Impact Investing – Is all about creating a measurable positive impact
as well as a profit. It aims to generate a social or environmental return such as affordable housing or
a reduction in carbon gases as well
as make a profit. Impact investing
can be seen as a grant with one
key difference: a financial return is
expected. Example – Investing in
STREAT’s equity raising. STREAT
is a social enterprise helping homeless youth to have a stable self,

stable job and stable home. It aims
to provide jobs for at risk youths as
well as an investment return from
income generated from its food
business.
This Powerwrap Quarterly is all about
sustainable investing because it isn’t
just a trend, it’s mainstream. According
to the latest Benchmark report by the
Responsible InvestmentAssociation of
Australiasia (RIAA), responsible funds
on average deliver higher returns across
1,5 and 10 years. Not only is there mounting evidence that these funds deliver
better investment outcomes, but they
benefit the world and humanity.
This growing awareness and interest
prompted us to help the advisers on
our platform better understand and invest in sustainable assets. Powerwrap
has one of the largest suits of sustainable investment assets, so we encourage

STEP AHEAD

advisers to explore this opportunity.
With-out drastic action today, tackling
these impacts in the future will not only
be more difficult and costly, but it might
be too late.
This information is provided for financial advisers
only and is not for distribution to retail investors.
This document is issued by Powerwrap Limited
(ABN 67 129 756 850. AFSL No. 329829). The
information is provided for general information
purposes only and is not, and should not be construed as, an advertisement, an invitation, an offer,
a solicitation of an offer or a recommendation to
participate in any investment strategy or take any
other action, including to buy or sell any product
or security or offer any banking or financial service or facility by any member of the Powerwrap.
This document has been prepared without taking
into account any person’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Recipients should not construe
the contents of this document as financial, investment or other advice. It should not be relied on in
making any investment decision. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as
to the suitability, accuracy, currency or completeness of the information, opinions and conclusions
contained in this document. No member of the
Powerwrap nor its directors, employees or agents
accept any liability for any loss arising from the
use of this document.

Contact us
03 8681 4658
distribution@powerwrap.com.au

EXPLORE OUR FUND MANAGER INITIATIVES
Our fund manager initiatives are designed to help you grow assets under management,
increase brand visibility and give you access to our premium adviser clients.
Participate in Powerwrap’s ecosystem, and be seen by our stockbrokers, advisers, licensees,
and wealth managers with:
• Access to our universe of advisers
• Marketing support
• Up to date monthly reporting
• Rebate management
• Opportunity to share you firm’s content and insights
JUNE 2019
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Beware the ‘recency effect’
as the bull market ends

Simon Doyle - Head of Fixed
Income & Multi-Asset

extremely stretched valuations, not
peaking for another two years). What
appears clear is that central banks
remain pivotal in fostering market
confidence and encouraging riskseeking behaviour among investors.
Our recent focus has been on what
may cause this nexus to break. While
there is potentially a long and largely
unknowable list of potential events,
they broadly fall into three key areas:
rising inflation, recession, or some sort
of financial crisis (bank or systemic
failure).

Investors tend to remember the most
recent events with more clarity &
accuracy than those that have occurred
in the past. With markets setting new
record highs investors are upbeat &
quickly forgetting the market volatility
of 2018. This ‘recency effect’ risks seeing
investors take on more risk at precisely
the wrong time as headwinds to the
recent bull market continue to build.

Currently, markets have dismissed the
idea of inflation reasserting itself. We’re
less prepared to dismiss inflation as a
risk. The US labour market is relatively
tight, fiscal policy is expansionary and
we will soon again have lower rates
and more QE. The lags may be longer
than thought previously, but the
preconditions are in place.

A

More likely though is the potential for
recession to derail the party. While
recession forecasting is problematic
(to say the least) there are plenty of
indicators suggesting the risks are
building. The NY Fed’s own model
(mainly based on
the US yield curve)
is flagging elevated
risks in this regard.
Earnings, which are
more important for
equity markets are
currently
holding
up well, but factors
that normally lead
earnings (like global
PMIs) are fading and
the outlook looks
more uncertain than
it has for some time
– and importantly,
the gap between
“ b o t to m - u p ”
forecasts and our “top-down” models
looks large on a one to two-year
view. As for a systemic issue, there’s
always this risk in an overleveraged
and geo-politically charged world. In
reconciling this to the achievement of
our objectives, we fall back to some key
ideas:

key premise behind the Real
Return strategy is to disconnect
investment returns and the risk
around them from the equity cycle.
That’s not to say we don’t want to take
equity risk, but rather that we don’t
want to be beholden to the equity cycle
to determine the absolute quantum of
our returns. Breadth of opportunity,
structural flexibility, and the willingness
to reflect the conclusions of our
investment process in the portfolio with
a focus on delivering a “5% real” target,
as consistently as possible through
time, our primary considerations.
We recognised at the outset that
towards the end of an equity bull
market, the ‘recency effect’ – an order
of presentation effect that occurs
when more recent information is better
remembered and receives greater
weight in forming judgement than does
earlier presented information – would
test investor resolve in the strategy. This
is because investors give greater weight
to the upswing in the market cycle and
discount (or even forget) the downside
– one of the fundamental problems
objective-based strategies like ours
were set up to solve. The fact that we’ve
only seen half a cycle over the past 10
years, even if it is an elongated one,
adds to the risk here.
To some extent this challenge is
surfacing now. While 2018 was a rough
year in markets, it has been quickly
forgotten due to the rampant rally
across asset markets broadly this year.
The single biggest influence on markets
has been central banks, particularly
the US Federal Reserve, with its pivot
on policy in January driving sovereign
bond yields lower and equity markets
higher as equity investors repriced
earnings to a lower yield environment.
Weakening economies amid trade wars
and the lagged effect of 2018 rate hikes
have been brushed aside in this new
“bad is good” environment.
It is entirely possible that this trend may
continue for some time (markets rallied
on in 1998 after the US Fed cut rates
following the collapse of LTCM despite
QUARTERLY 4 EDITION

•

The risks to equities from here are
somewhat asymmetric. Further
gains are possible (particularly
if yields continue to fall), but the
cycle breaks as either economies
or earnings falter or the nexus
between central banks and asset
prices breaks, then the downside
could be much more significant.
•
The timing is, as always, uncertain.
•
We see ourselves as investors,
which means making investments
where the odds of success are
stacked in our favour.
In practice this means the following:
•

•

The level of risk in the portfolio
remains modest and below what
we’d deem to be an average level of
risk. While we added risk through
Q1, we’ve reduced this again as
markets rallied in Q2
Within equities, our preferences
remain Australia and Japan (over

•
•

the US)
Within credit, we prefer higher
quality to higher risk (more for
income than capital gain)
We’ve been adding (and are likely
to continue to add) sovereign
risk/duration
on
the
basis
that Central Banks are easing
policy again and this also helps
provide
recession
protection.

Equity
Equity markets posted solid gains in
June and across the June quarter, but it
was far from a smooth ride. For global
markets, gains in April were reversed
in May before rebounding strongly
in June on renewed expectations
about imminent central bank stimulus
via lower official interest rates and
additional QE. This capped off a solid
six months for equities after a much
more turbulent end to 2018. The
relationship between the business cycle
and equity market performance has
always been complicated and tenuous.
In the current context however, the
key linkage is what the business cycle
means for monetary policy, and any
sign of softer growth that fuels the
case for lower rates and more QE has

been met positively by investors across
the board – but especially in equities.
Bad news is good news has been the
theme. Consistent with this, value as a
style factor has continued to struggle.
Growth and momentum continue to
benefit from markets re-rating to higher
multiples in search for yield as the
interest rate ‘denominator’ continues to
compress.
Significantly, while Australian equities
lagged a little in June, they have been
among the strongest performing
markets so far this year, despite rising
concerns about the macro-economy.
Rate cuts and surging iron ore prices
have clearly helped. Australia remains
amongst our preferred markets and the
US our least preferred.
Fixed income
Sovereign bonds had a strong June,
which capped off a strong quarter and
a strong year. The Fed’s backflip on
monetary policy at the beginning of
the year, together with clear evidence
of the US/China trade dispute hurting
global production, trade, and growth,
gave central banks almost universal
support for lower official rates and
the consideration of additional QE
(especially in Europe). Rate cuts were

delivered in Australia in June (and again
in early July) for the first time in three
years with cash rates in Australia now at
record lows. While significant easing of
monetary policy is now priced in global
yield curves, in the current environment
the risk to yields seems to remain
skewed to the downside.
Credit has also performed strongly,
benefiting from both lower yields and
narrower credit spreads for similar
reasons that have driven equities. Like
equities, it wasn’t plain sailing over the
quarter with a difficult May wedged
in between strong April and June
performances.
With spreads narrow and yields low, the
upside potential is likely to be limited
with ‘carry’ (ie income) broadly the
‘best-case’ outcome. Our preference
is for good quality, investment grade
credit but, like equities, we believe the
risks are rising. Any deterioration in
corporate profitability could be quite
problematic for credit risk.
Currency
Shifting interest rate, growth and
political risks have had some impact
on currency markets in June and
through the June quarter. Our positive,
medium-term view on GBP has been
impacted by the machinations around
the UK Conservative Party’s leadership
tussle and the rising rhetoric around
the political acceptance of a potential
‘hard Brexit’. Our view holds, but the
protracted uncertainty around what
Brexit will look like isn’t helping in the
near term.
The AUD has traded in a relatively
narrow range, just south of 70 cents,
ending June towards the upper end of
this range. While near-term support is
potentially coming from stronger iron
ore prices and expectations of lower
global rates, we hold to our view that the
risks to the AUD are to the downside.
Largest Contributors
Sovereign bonds, credit and equity
markets gained ground in both June
and the June quarter, although the
strong start and end to the quarter was
punctuated by a weak May. Positive
contributions to performance during
both the month and quarter were
widespread. Australian equities, global
equities, global Australian corporate
bonds, emerging market debt and
Australian higher yielding credit were
among the main positive contributors,
with the debt assets capturing both
narrower credit spreads and lower
yields. Currencies were also a slight
contributor to returns over both June
and the quarter.
Largest Detractors - Unsurprisingly,
there were few detractors at an asset
allocation level in both June and over
the quarter apart from some money
“left on the table” through our equity
and bond futures positioning where we
have positioned the fund cautiously.
Stock selection in large cap Australian
equities and in the main QEP Global
Blend strategy also detracted in both
June, and over the quarter.
JUNE 2019
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Coal to Renewable Energy

I

n the Australian market, the transition
from coal to renewable energy is well
under way and we are happy to help
our clients be a part of this evolution
towards a cleaner, lower carbon future.
We continue to encourage and support
companies who are transitioning to
sustainable and renewable energy.

How we screen for carbon
ESG impact screens employed by the
Legg Mason Martin Currie Ethical Income
Fund exclude:
•
•

companies that are involved in the
mining or transport of thermal coal;
and
any power generation company
that uses thermal coal for power
generation.

Based on client feedback and
market sentiment regarding climate
change, our ESG impact screens
were updated on 1 April 2019 from
a partial exclusion (20% of EBITDA)
to a full exclusion of thermal coal.

What we screen out
The change to remove thermal coal
exposures in April 2019 has led to new
exclusions such as Aurizon (for coal
transport), and Genesis Energy (a NZ
electricity generator which uses some
thermal coal). These securities were
previously held in the Fund.
Companies such as AGL Energy, which
uses coal for electricity generation,
and companies which mine and extract
thermal coal such as such as Whitehaven
Coal were already excluded under the
previous guidelines. Other companies
include Aurizon, Whitehaven Coal,
Genesis Energy, South32, CIMIC Group,
Downer Group, New Hope Corp, Origin
Energy and Washington H. Soul Pattinson.

We encourage the trend towards renewables
Through our investments, we continue

JUNE 2019

to encourage and support companies
who are transitioning to sustainable and
renewable energy.
The Fund is aligned to this process
through our investments in renewable
focussed New Zealand integrated
electricity utilities Contact Energy and
Meridian Energy, who predominately use
hydro or geothermal power.
These companies are ranked as high
Quality by our analysts based on their
strong Environmental credentials,
and above average business strength
and market shares. This makes them
appealing for the Fund from both an
ESG and sustainable low-risk income
perspective.

ESG factors are integrated into the investment
process
We believe that ESG factors, such as
climate change risk and carbon footprint,
can increase or reduce the risk of
companies not delivering the cashflows
that our analysts have forecast. Hence
our investment process incorporates
ESG factors directly into the Quality
rating applied by our analysts, and where
relevant, is factored directly into their
cashflow forecasts.
The combination of earnings and Quality
adjustments can tilt our assessment of
fair value on these stocks, so adjustments
due to climate change risk may impact
our decision to invest in these stocks.

Managing the transition to a lower carbon
economy
MSCI have also recently started looking
at the extent to which companies are
currently exposed to the transition to a
lower carbon economy, and how they are
managing the risks and opportunities in
the ongoing transition.
The Legg Mason Martin Currie Ethical
Income Fund’s MSCI ESG Research Low

Carbon Transition Score is better than
that of the S&P/ASX 200 Index, and this
is particularly due to its off-benchmark
holdings in the highly scoring NZ
utilities2.

Gas producers are part of the transition
While our holding in gas producer
Woodside Petroleum does have a MSCI
ESG Research Low Carbon Transition
Score of just 2.0, we see the company’s
use of gas for energy instead of coal as
an important part of the Australian and
Asian market’s move towards a lower
carbon, cleaner future.

the broader S&P/ASX 200 market, both
MSCI Carbon Emissions and Carbon
Intensity3.
The Fund also scores well on the MSCI
ESG Environmental Score, which forms
part of the total Fund ESG rating
measures versus its Australian Equity
peers4.

MSCI ESG Quality Scores
•
•
•

Environmental Score for MCA
Ethical Income: 5.5 (Avg 4.4)
Social Score 4.7 (Avg 4.8)
Governance Score: 6.9 (Avg 6.6)

We understand that the energy mix
cannot consist of renewables alone, and
given gas is a lower emitting fuel than
coal for base load electricity generation,
it will help to reduce the overall carbon
intensity of electricity generation over
time.

Summary

Regular direct engagement with
company management and boards
helps us to understand to what extent
they have identified material ESG risks
and how they are managing these, so
that they do not impact future earnings,
and their plans for future improvements
in this space.

The strong results that the Legg Mason
Martin Currie Ethical Income Fund
exhibited in the MSCI ESG Research
Scores discussed above – Low Carbon
Transition Score, Carbon Emissions &
Carbon Intensity and Environmental
Score – is an outcome of our steadfast
focus on the Quality of our holdings,
of which climate change and carbon
footprint are an important determinant.

A key question when the investment
team is engaging with any company
board is whether the company
concerned has a climate change policy
and how they evaluate the risk of climate
change.
We are comfortable that Woodside
Petroleum is one of the highest quality
operators in the oil and gas industry and
that mitigating these risks is top of mind
for their management.

At Martin Currie (an affilate manager
of Legg Mason), we do not manage
our portfolios to attain a particular ESG
score as this is not a driver of specific
investment decisions.

1.

2.

Substantially lower carbon footprint and
strong environmental credentials
The Ethical Income Fund’s transition
towards renewables is also apparent in
its carbon footprint when compared to

3.

Source: Martin Currie Australia; as of 31 May
2019. Screens shown for the representative
Martin Currie Australia Ethical Income
account. *Added to screen on 1 April
2019 assumed that any of the security
transactions discussed here were, or will
prove to be, profitable.
Source: Martin Currie Australia, MSCI as
of 31 March 2019. Data calculated for the
representative Martin Currie Australia
Ethical Income account. This strategy is not
constrained by a benchmark, however for
comparison purposes the strategy is shown
against the S&P/ASX 200 Index.
Source: Martin Currie Australia, MSCI; as
of 31 March 2019. Data calculated for the
representative Martin Currie Australia
Ethical Income account. This strategy is not
constrained by a benchmark, however for
comparison purposes the strategy is shown
against the S&P/ASX 200 Index.
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ACCESS THE WORLD’S FASTEST-GROWING ECONOMIES IN ONE EASY TRADE
The BetaShares Legg Mason Emerging Markets Fund (managed fund) (ASX: EMMG), managed by Legg Mason affiliate Martin
Currie, is a new and effective way to tap into the growth opportunity emerging markets offer. The Fund holds an actively managed,
high-conviction portfolio of carefully selected emerging market companies.

Invest in the world’s fastest-growing economies

Active stock selection with embedded ESG

Emerging markets are already the largest contributor to world
economic production (GDP) and continue to grow at a much
faster rate than the more mature developed economies. Their
growth is driven by their large populations and strong secular
trends that include attractive demographics (young, increasingly
educated and growing middle classes), urbanisation, disruptive
technologies and innovation.

Compared with the majority of developed markets, emerging
markets exhibit a significant amount of informational and
structural inefficiency. In this environment, an active manager
can potentially add considerable value, with greater scope for 2.4 4.1
2.5
identifying mispriced opportunities through proprietary research
2.5
and fundamental company analysis.
2.9

Local (not multi-national) company focus

Highly experienced investment team

Increasing corporate diversity and significant barriers to entry
across emerging markets mean local emerging market
companies offer better potential for diversification both
regionally and at the corporate level.

The Martin Currie emerging markets team has a wealth of
4.0 team’s
investment and emerging markets experience. The
collegiate culture encourages robust challenge and debate in
4.1
search of the best investment opportunities.

3.7

Emerging markets strategy*

5.8

Sector allocation (%)
3.4

2.1

1.6 0.3

6.6

Country allocation (%)

1.8

2.5 2.4

2.5
3.7

25.1

4.1

8.8

2.9
28.1

4.0

7.0

4.0

8.6

4.1
18.9

4.0

24.5

5.8

14.5
8.8

China
Taiwan
Brazil
Russia
Hong Kong
Indonesia
Mexico

12.5

South Korea
India
South Africa
Peru
Hungary
United States
Other

12.5

Financials
Information
Source:
MartinTechnology
Currie as at 30 April 2019. *As EMMG only commenced on 29 May 2019, country and sector allocation of the unlisted Legg Mason Martin Currie Emerging Markets Fund is shown above to illustrate
Consumer Discretionary
Communication Services
how
a
comparable
fund managed by Martin Currie using the same strategy is positioned. Country
reported
by country
of listing. As such,
exposure to Emerging Markets may appear under
Chinaexposure is South
Korea
Taiwan
Indiastocks offering
Brazil
Materials
Energy
countries
outside
Health Care
Consumer
Staplesthe Emerging Markets asset class. Further information is available upon request.
South Africa
Russia
Peru
Hong Kong
Hungary
Utilities
Industrials
Cash

Indonesia

United States

Mexico

Other

WHY INVEST IN EMERGING MARKETS?
Growth - Exposure to some of the fastest growing economies and most exciting companies in the world that are benefiting from
rapid development, urbanisation, and political and social reform.
Diversification – Provides global exposure and access to companies and sectors not well represented in the domestic
sharemarket.
Global technology exposure – Emerging markets are at the forefront of the global tech revolution and include leading companies
such as Samsung, Tencent and Alibaba.
No assurance is given that the above companies will be held in the portfolio or will be profitable investments.

EMMG is managed by wholly-owned Legg Mason investment affiliate Martin Currie, a global active equity specialist, crafting
high-conviction portfolios which aim to deliver attractive and consistent risk-adjusted returns.

There are risks associated with an investment in the Fund, including market risk, emerging markets risk, currency risk and market
making risk. For more information about risks and other features of the Fund, please see the Product Disclosure Statement.

The Fund can be bought and sold like any share using the ASX code: EMMG
www.leggmason.com.au/active-etfs
BetaShares Capital Ltd (ABN 78 139 566 868 AFSL 341181) (BetaShares) is the issuer and responsible entity of the BetaShares Legg Mason Emerging Markets Fund (managed fund) (ARSN 629 322 247) (Fund).
BetaShares has appointed Legg Mason Asset Management Australia Ltd (ABN 76 004 835 849 AFSL 240827) (Legg Mason Australia) as investment manager for the Fund. Legg Mason Australia is part of the Global
Legg Mason Inc. group. Martin Currie Investment Management Limited, an affiliate of Legg Mason Australia, provides the investment management services for the Fund. Before making an investment decision you
should read the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) for the Fund carefully and consider, with or without the assistance of a financial advisor, whether such an investment is appropriate in light of your particular
investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. The PDS is available and can be obtained by contacting BetaShares on 1300 487 577 or Legg Mason Australia on 1800 679 541 or at www.betashares.com.
au or www.leggmason.com.au. This information does not take into account the investment objectives, financial objectives or particular needs of any particular person. Neither BetaShares, Legg Mason Australia,
nor any of their related parties guarantees any performance or the return of capital invested. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. Investments are subject to risks, including, but not
limited to, possible delays in payments and loss of income or capital invested.
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Stock Pick: Ansys

he Fairlight investment process
is grounded in quality; seeking
businesses which have long track
records of high returns on capital and
strong cash flow throughout the cycle.
In order to minimise risk, Fairlight
avoids technology businesses that are
dependent on one product that has a
binary success/failure payoff distribution,
instead looking for products that are
already commercially successful with
durable revenues. Ansys is an excellent
example of a business that demonstrates
the quality traits Fairlight is looking for
whilst balancing profitability today with
investing for growth tomorrow.

World leader in simulation software
Ansys is the dominant player in the
simulation industry, providing software
that enables customers to design and
innovate by rapidly testing the physical
characteristics of a product. The world’s
most innovative companies rely on Ansys
simulation software to design and test
new products:

Dyson: Ansys software was used to

design the revolutionary bladeless Air
Multiplier Fan, rapidly iterating virtually
instead of building time consuming and
costly physical prototypes.

Ferrari: Le Mans race cars are designed
using Ansys software, replacing wind
tunnel testing which takes several weeks
with virtual simulation that allows for
several alternatives to be evaluated in a
single day.

Emirates Team New Zealand: The 2017
America’s Cup yacht race winner uses
a 100% simulation driven development
process to test thousands of designs for
settling on an optimised final design.

As the largest player in the industry
Ansys is able to outspend rivals in R&D,
extending its competitive advantage
as it improves the accuracy and speed
of its products. Importantly, in the
simulation industry price is generally not
a key purchasing criterion for enterprises
given the software usually comprises a
very small part of the total development
cost whilst providing irreplaceable
functionality.

Exceptional profitability today
Ansys has an impressive track record
of profitable growth - growing sales at
11% p.a for the past 10 years with EPS
compounding at 14% p.a. Importantly,
Ansys’ subscription-based business
model (clients generally pay annual
subscription fees upfront) results in
>100% cash conversion. As the business
grows, its deferred revenue cash balance
continues to grow giving shareholders
additional capital that can be used on
tuck-in acquisitions or stock repurchases.

Deep customer relationships result in
durable revenues
Ansys prides itself on delivering shared
value to clients resulting in many
longstanding innovation partnerships
spanning multiple decades. The value
customers receive from the product is
threefold:
1.
2.

By minimising physical prototypes
clients can reduce costs and speed
up time to market for new products.
For many customers the cost
of product failure is extremely
high
(aerospace,
automotive,
construction),
simulation
dramatically reduces many of the

3.

associated risks.
Use of simulation leads to greater
innovation and improved product
quality ultimately leading to
increased demand and sales.

These symbiotic relationships result
in strong customer loyalty, with >95%
renewal rates on maintenance contracts
and ~90% renewal rates on leases.

Tech tailwinds provide long runway for
growth
Given the significant benefits to
innovation and efficiency that simulation
offers over physical prototyping, we
expect the market to continue to grow. In
addition, there are several other growth
options that Ansys is well placed to
capitalise on:

Digital twins: Traditionally simulation has

primarily been used in the design process,
however as devices become increasingly
interconnected ‘operational simulation’
is enabled. This involves creating a
simulated version of a real device (such
as a jet engine) that is in the field, and
then feeding data from sensors into the
digital twin to accurately predict when
the device might fail, needs maintenance
or how performance can be optimised.

Autonomous driving: The haste to
develop fully autonomous vehicles has led
to demand for a simulation product that
can cut down testing time and increase
accuracy. Ansys has a comprehensive
solution for validating the safety and
reliability of autonomous vehicles with
simulation, a task that would otherwise
require billions of miles of on road testing.

New products: In 2018 Ansys released
‘Discovery Live’, a complete rebuild of
the core architecture making the product
faster and easier to use. This product is
aimed at increasing use of simulation
amongst design engineers, a cohort
which outnumbers Ansys’ traditional
customer base of simulation experts by
a factor of 10.
The Fairlight view
When evaluating high quality growth
investments, Fairlight seeks businesses
with sustainable competitive advantages
that can underpin a long runway of high
returns on capital and excess earnings
growth into the future. Ansys’ dominant
market position, customer relationships,
superior technology and financial
characteristics give us confidence that
it can continue to compound value for
shareholders over the long term.
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Why Considering ESG Factors
Makes Good Investment Sense
Auscap talks about the importance of considering ESG factors when investing
•

•
•

Tim Carleton Principal and Portfolio
Manager at Auscap Asset Management

S

candals continue to plague corporate Australia. As the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the
Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry recently handed
down their recommendations, another
Royal Commission into the aged care
sector has been established with a focus on the quality of care. The impact
on the value of companies that have
demonstrated misconduct is real, and
in many instances long-lasting. As
details of misconduct have become
known, the investment community has
responded to these events by sending share prices plummeting, and with
good reason. Companies require a social licence to operate in the community, and if they breach this trust, it can
become very difficult for a company to
continue to operate. At the very least,
the way in which the company operates
is often restricted.
Having sound standards and practices
in relation to environmental, social and
governance (“ESG”) issues is not just
imperative from a moral perspective, it
is critical in creating long term value for
the shareholders of any business. We
are increasingly focusing on ESG issues
because of the material impact on the
value of equity investments where poor
practices exist.
Consider in the last couple of years how
many ESG issues have plagued corporate Australia and the associated cost
to investors. The media has identified a
considerable list of ESG issues amongst
some of Australia’s largest listed companies, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Irresponsible lending within the financial services industry;
Financial services firms receiving
fees for services that were never
provided;
Insurers charging customers for
policies that were of limited or no
benefit;
BBSW rate rigging amongst major
financial organisations to generate
short term profits;
Breaches of AUSTRAC enforced
anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing laws;
Enforceable undertakings being
imposed by ASIC on numerous organisations to ensure compliance
with regulatory standards;
Mining companies facing remediation payments and other penalties
due to practices that led to signif-
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•
•

•

icant and deadly environmental incidents;
Unconscionable
conduct
and
breaches of Australian Consumer
Law within the supermarket industry in relation to conduct towards
suppliers resulting in fines and enforceable undertakings to redress
past practices;
Deliberate underpayment of wages to employees across large franchise networks;
Illegal promotion of gambling in international jurisdictions;
Aggressive accounting practices
leading to the reporting of significantly inflated short term earnings;
Misleading customer communication regarding replacing existing
broadband connections with the
National Broadband Network; and
Market manipulation by energy
utilities designed to maximise profits at the expense of consumers.

In most instances the cost of penalties
and remedial action for organisations
that have breached their ESG responsibilities is more significant than the
extra profits that were generated as a
result of the improper conduct. This is
the way it should be. The financial cost
must ultimately act as a deterrent to
other companies to prevent them from
behaving in a similar way. This invariably
leads us to one logical conclusion. The
need for investors to encourage boards
and management teams to carefully
consider ESG issues is not a separate
consideration from maximising firm
value, the two are clearly intertwined.
Adoption of acceptable ESG principles
will also maximise long term shareholder value.

made aware of the initiative, it was not
a difficult decision to become a signatory.
As a signatory we must abide by a commitment that “As institutional investors,
we have a duty to act in the best longterm interests of our beneficiaries. In
this fiduciary role, we believe that environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG) issues can affect the performance of investment portfolios (to
varying degrees across companies, sectors, regions, asset classes and through
time). We also recognise that applying
these Principles may better align investors with broader objective of society.”
Signatories must, where consistent with
their fiduciary responsibilities, commit
to the six key Principles for Responsible
Investment.
It is undoubtedly important for the owners of businesses who are concerned
about long term value to carefully consider and abide by their environmental,
social and governance responsibilities.
Being a good corporate citizen might
not maximise the next annual result,
but it will increase the long-term value
of the organisation, even if it comes at
a short term cost. Encouragingly there
are examples of Australian companies
acting as model corporate citizens in
their day-to-day operations, and even
going above and beyond in times of
community or social need by using
corporate resources to the benefit of
broader society. While the immediate
cost of such actions is relatively small,
the value-add to business sustainability
and the improvement in the company’s
social licence to operate should not, in
our view, be underestimated.
One challenge investors face is how to
assess the true importance attached to
ESG issues by boards and senior management. While paying attention to
management reporting of these issues
is important, we focus on trying to ascertain whether ESG considerations extend beyond formulaic compliance reporting. In our investment research we
spend considerable time focused on the
culture within an organisation as a lead
indicator of how important ESG issues
are to the directors, management and
employees. A positive culture encourages and reinforces good behaviour. As
Warren Buffett has stated, “if you have
good culture, you can make the rules
pretty simple”. Corporate culture is
heavily influenced by management and

the board. Setting the right tone at the
top is imperative.
We welcome the increasing focus on
ESG issues within the Australian corporate landscape. In our view, the
more that good behaviour and sound
ESG practices become expected for
all companies operating in society, the
less likely it will be that companies will
shirk these responsibilities in pursuit of
short-term gains.
Tim Carleton is Principal and Portfolio Manager at Auscap Asset Management, a boutique Australian equities-focussed long/short investment manager.
This article contains information that is
general in nature. It does not take into
account the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular person.
You need to consider your financial situation and needs before making any
decisions based on this information. A
person should obtain and consider the
Product Disclosure Statement before
deciding whether to acquire, or to continue to hold, units in any Auscap fund.

In October 2017 Auscap became a signatory to the United Nations supported Principles for Responsible Investment (UNPRI or PRI). The PRI’s mission
is straight forward. “We believe that
an economically efficient, sustainable
global financial system is a necessity for
long term value creation. Such a system
will reward long-term, responsible investment and benefit the environment
and society as a whole.” Once we were
JUNE 2019
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When Engagement makes
an impact: Sims Metals
W

e often get asked by investors some common questions
about the companies we invest in: do these companies care at all
about Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG) risks and ethical investing?
If they did care, what impact can Morphic have? Has any company made any
changes based on what you thought?
Do they listen to investors’ feedback?
These are valid and understandable
concerns investors have, as there is a
sense of frustration in the community
with a perception that companies are
reluctant to act on issues ranging from
climate change to corporate governance best practice and they sometimes
seem more focussed on hiring Public
Relations staff than actually changing
their behaviour.
Sims Metal Management (ASX: SGM)
is probably one of the most important
companies you have never heard of.
They are one of the largest recyclers in
the world and recycle around 10 million
tons per annum of metal scrap; metal
that would have otherwise gone to landfill. If you live in New York, the garbage that you put into your rubbish bin
is collected by Sims, sorted and recycled. Sims Metal Management plays an
intrinsic role in the circular economy by
making resources available for future
use – in fact, Sims Metal Management
is the world leader in metal and electronics recycling.
MSCI and the Australian Financial Review have noted before that Sims was
“best practice” in the ASX 200 for carbon risk disclosure. When the company asked our input into improving this
further, we were very happy to actively
engage with Sims Metal Management;
share some of our insights as ESG investors; and contribute to their Sustainability report. We thought it may be
useful to get Angela Catt, Investor Relations Director from Sims Metal Management, to explain further how Morphic

had an impact and describes the way
Sims thinks about ESG.

About Sims Metal Management
Sims Metal Management is a key part
in solving the world resources and pollution problem by being able to recycle
over 10 million tons of material and actually prevent it from going to the tip
by reusing it. That is a key part of the
circular economy.

Sims Metal Management’s corporate culture
Our Board, Chairman, and CEO are
genuinely interested in these environmental issues. Our Chairman is a member of the Wentworth Group of Concerned Scientists and I have seen him
first-hand working with our shareholders to understand their ESG concerns,
and really bring that back to the Boardroom. Our CEO is the founding sponsor
of World Recycling Day which is an initiative that recognises the importance
of recycling and its impact on preserving our resources and the future of our
planet.

Morphic & Sims Metal Management
I met Chad in the lift, and we started
having a chat about ESG. I told him I
was from Sims Metal Management and
when I heard he was from Morphic, I
was really excited, because I wanted
to sit down and have a good conversation with an ESG investor. Fortunately,
Chad made time and we had a good
chat. Morphic and Chad gave us great
insights in terms of what we can do to
improve our communication and our
ESG impact as well as giving us insights
as to what ESG investors are genuinely
interested in.
This impacted a lot of things for us. In
particular, you will notice that our 2018
Sustainability Report is of much higher
quality because we incorporated those
recommendations from Morphic and

Chad. I knew we had things we could
do to improve but I didn’t know where
to start, and I needed to find the right
person to tell me. That chat with Chad
was a moment of trust where I could
really have confidence in his view and
could understand he had that depth of
expertise.

be completely different. In fact, we are
actively looking at the stock now, and
who knows? It might be in the Morphic portfolio in the coming months.

When I took these findings back, our Executive Team, our Chief Risk Officer, CEO,
and CFO were 100% supportive and really happy to implement these changes.
What are you working on that can
further improve your ESG process?
We are working on a few things around
ESG. Our 2018 Sustainability Report
presents now a solid framework which
we have structured around the Task
Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) in governance, strategy, risk management and metrics, a
clear way to lay it out. We also started to report on the UN Sustainable
Development Goals which has been
helpful in terms of driving our strategy and our activities going forward.
I would definitely encourage more
companies and corporates to engage
with investors and ESG investors in
particular because they have genuine
insights that can really help you focus
on what is important to have a genuine impact on the community, and
then be able to communicate that.
A FINAL QUESTION FOR MORPHIC
Why isn’t Sims Metal Management in
the Morphic portfolio now? Liking a
company is one thing, but being able
to make money from that investment
is another question. Morphic’s investment process requires the team to justify the price for the company is going
to invest in. Unfortunately, all through
2018, the team was unable to make
the valuation work on Sims Metal despite looking at it up to four times last
year. 2019, on the other hand, could

THE FEMALE LEADERS
FUND BY ACORN & SCALE
An early stage VC fund focused on high-growth companies
with gender-diverse management and ownership.
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Investment is the key to
solving our energy crisis
A

ustralia is on the brink of an
energy revolution, driven by
investment into innovative large-scale renewable energy projects.If
2017 was the year of the energy crisis, it’s looking like 2018 will be the year
of the energy renaissance. Renewable
energy is a cheaper alternative to polluting fossil fuels, and Australia possesses
some of the best solar and wind resources in the world, providing a strong
drive towards integration of renewables
into the energy market.
How did we get here?
Australia’s energy generation infrastructure is creaking. More than half
of existing coal-fired power plants are
approaching or have exceeded their natural operating lifespan. These generators will need to be replaced in the next
two decades, but with the following
considerations:

•
•
•

New coal-fired power plants are
too expensive and polluting.
Gas generation is exposed to fluctuating gas prices.
Australia’s commitment to the Paris Climate Agreement requires a
26-28% reduction of carbon emissions by 2030.

So, what’s the way forward?
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The cost of renewable energy technology has reduced in recent years, making
it one of today’s most viable energy
solutions. Australia is already a leader
in domestic solar energy generation,
with more than 1.7 million rooftop solar
systems installed. But for renewables
to really take off, greater investment is
needed in large-scale solar farms connected to the grid, as well as wired
directly into airports, mines, healthcare
facilities, towns, and businesses.

Renewable energy presents a timely solution to an urgent problem for Australia: the need to cost-effectively replace
‘retiring’ energy plants with a new generation of cleaner, more efficient and
less expensive energy sources. Alongside federal policy and independent government agencies, state governments
have set individual targets for Australian renewables.

The transition to renewables is already
happening across the rest of the world. The rate at which solar and wind
systems are being installation globally
is doubling every five and a half years.
If this rate of expansion continues, the
Clean Energy Council predicts the world’s renewable energy systems could
completely eliminate greenhouse gas
emissions by 2040.

Two key government policies should help drive greater large-scale investment into Australia’s renewable
energy future.

How

do

we

reach

‘energy

security’?

Economic prosperity depends on energy security – the uninterrupted availability of energy sources at an affordable
price. When combined with increasingly affordable energy storage solutions,
renewable energy projects have the potential to offer cheap, clean and reliable
power, even when the sun isn’t shining,
or the wind isn’t blowing.

Key points:
•
•
•

The transition away from fossil fuels towards renewable energy is already underway.
Government and state-level policy
initiatives are driving large-scale
solar investment.
Octopus is playing a big part in this
initiative, by developing several sites across the country.

How policy can boost investment

•

•

The Renewable Energy Target
(RET) plans to create 15,200 jobs
through $40.4 billion of investment
in renewable energy infrastructure.
And the National Energy Guarantee
(NEG), announced in October 2017,
aims to provide long-term stability
for the Australian energy market
while offering access to affordable
and reliable energy. Under the NEG,
there are plans to have as much as
36% of Australian electricity generated by renewables, alongside a
drive for towards innovative technology for the storage and generation of such electricity to ensure
reliability in supply.
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Pursuing Income? A case for
listed infrastructure income
vel of defensiveness during times of
market uncertainty. A carefully tailored universe and portfolio construction approach can seek to improve
both the income generation and defensive characteristics of a global listed infrastructure portfolio.
What companies make up the listed infrastructure universe?
Shane Hurst - Senior Investment Analyst
and Portfolio Manager

Overview
Cautious investors who seek some
growth and a stable income tend
to take one of several paths. This
may include a selection of domestic
stocks chosen for their high dividends
and franking credits, real estate investment trusts or global equity income funds. Each has its own merits,
but, added to this list should be global listed infrastructure. While there
are several global listed infrastructure
funds available in the Australian market, and stable cash-flow is a compelling investment characteristic of
this asset class, only a specialist infrastructure manager can tailor a portfolio that focuses specifically on delivering attractive and growing income
through infrastructure investing.
Listed infrastructure’s popularity as
an income solution comes from its
track record of consistently delivering
a higher yield than global equities
and 10-year bonds, demonstrated in
the chart in Figure 1, which shows the
RARE Infrastructure Income Universe
vs traditional yield sources.
Stable inflation-linked revenue has
meant the listed infrastructure sector
has also displayed defensive growth
1
characteristics over the past 12 years .
For example, the S&P Global Infrastructure Index participates in around
70-75% of the Beta of global equities
both in months when markets rise as
well as when they fall, providing a le-

Specialist global listed infrastructure
manager RARE uses their own proprietary universes to select securities that they view most closely meet
their definition of infrastructure. RARE’s Income Universe comprises the
largest and most liquid infrastructure
companies that generate a sufficient
level and quality (level, growth and
cash flow coverage) of dividend yield.
Drawing on circa 3.6% of the companies in the MSCI AC World Index, and
a few others outside, the Universe
predominately includes utility stocks
such as water, electricity and gas transmission and distribution companies,
as well as high dividend paying infrastructure stocks such as toll roads,
airports, and railways. Compared to
the rest of the MSCI AC World Index,
most of these companies are characterised as having stable revenue due
to the essential nature of the services
they provide. This means they are less
likely to be impacted by economic
recessions or booms. Furthermore,
population increases and government
initiatives to build more infrastructure
are more likely to cause such companies to invest in their asset bases,
which in turn drives revenue growth.
For those that believe we are now in
a late cycle stage of the global economic cycle, this could be tactically
important. In the US, we currently see
the constraints of very low unemployment, wage growth and inflation coming through. However, recent forecasts from the OECD are downbeat
on global growth. The OECD’s November outlook paper Growth Has
Peaked Amidst Escalating Risks cited
removal of stimulus by central banks

and a slowdown in China as being likely to reduce global growth. Potential weakness in the local Australian
economy could also see traditional
sources of equity income come under
pressure.
Building a bigger defence
If loss aversion is a key driver for clients,
specialist listed infrastructure portfolios such as the RARE Infrastructure
Income Strategy can further limit the
impact of economic downturns. This
defensive strategy consists predominantly of utility companies that provide predictable income distributions
due to stable earnings derived from
the underlying asset. Regulation and
long-term contracts provide stable
cash flow and greater capital stability.
For investors, this provides excellent
visibility for revenues and dividends.
Notably, the RARE Income Strategy
has seen a 65% upside capture of
monthly gains made by the MSCI AC
World Index while suffering only 26%
of any overall monthly losses of the
same index since 2010.
Investing for income
There are two key skills in creating listed infrastructure income portfolios.
The first is ensuring that an absolute
total return in excess of your return
hurdle is achieved over time. Income
targets should not be at the expense
of long-term total return.
Secondly, there is the importance
of understanding the sustainability
of income. The stability of income is
assessed by looking at the volatility
of a company’s cash flows over time,
capital structure and a company’s
plans for use of cash and how these
intersect to impact the dividends to
investors. The quality of a company’s
assets and the regulation or contracts
that govern them needs to be front
and centre in this process.
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Another key step is global diversification. The most mature and reliable
income-paying infrastructure stocks
tend to be utilities from a broad
range of developed countries. However, a specialist approach is prudent
to understand the true value of such
companies that sit outside the MSCI
AC World Index, particularly those
in emerging markets. The inclusion
of emerging market infrastructure
stocks is valuable to a global listed
infrastructure strategy, as yields tend
to be stronger in selected developing
countries, reflecting higher local inflation and interest rates and emerging
markets exposure has a positive diversification benefit to portfolios.
Conclusion
A range of income strategies is useful
when matching clients’ risk profiles,
liabilities and needs. Some sacrifice predictability of income for greater long-term growth, some sacrifice
growth for predictability of income.
As we approach what we view as
the end of the economic cycle, investors should be alert to managing
current market uncertainty. Australian investors, in particular, who are
tempted to focus on local stocks and
franking credits, should be mindful
of the country-specific and political
risks that this also entails. Investment
in globally listed infrastructure can
provide investors with global diversification, defensive growth and inflation-linked income. Furthermore, only
a specialised infrastructure portfolio
like the RARE Infrastructure Income
Strategy aims to deliver risk-adjusted
returns with a bias towards income
generating infrastructure securities.
1 Calculations monthly from 31/08/200631/12/2018. Source: S&P Global Infrastructure –
Gross, Local, FactSet Research Systems (Index
Code – SPLO_G:STRGLIFX), monthly from MSCI
AC World – Gross, Local, FactSet Research Systems (Index Code – MSCI:892400).
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Modern slavery in focus

M

ost of us would be aware that
supply chains are becoming increasingly global. This makes it a significant
challenge to determine whether or not
the food we consume, the electronics
we buy and the goods and services we
use are provided through the involvement of child labour, sub-standard employment conditions, or the outright
abuse of basic human rights.
The Asia-Pacific region is estimated
to contain two thirds of the 40 million persons trapped in modern slavery
conditions1 and with 71% of Australia’s
two-way trade being based in this region2, the risk of Australian businesses,
directly or indirectly, supporting industries reliant on modern slavery is significant.

What is modern slavery and how is
it defined?
Modern slavery is defined as the commodification and exploitation of people
for financial gain. As of 2016, there were
5.4 victims of modern slavery for every
thousand people, totalling more than
40 million persons globally1. Victims
are typically found in the manufacturing, construction and agriculture industries3 and the International Labour
Organisation estimates profits derived
from slavery, servitude, forced labour
and human trafficking to total US$150
billion per year1.
Notably, modern slavery refers to only
the most serious of criminal exploitation. The spectrum from decent work to
modern slavery is illustrated below.

Geographic distribution of modern
slavery
The impacts of modern slavery are primarily experienced in the world’s least
developed countries, particularly in nations with a history of political instability, mass displacement and high levels
of discrimination1. Regions of significant concern include the majority of Africa, Eastern Europe, and much of Asia.
Research conducted by the Global Slavery Index identifies countries where
the exploitation itself is taking place,
detailed above, identifying prevalence
by country from high to low. Importantly, ‘low prevalence’ does not mean
QUARTERLY 4 EDITION

zero prevalence, particularly when the
supply chain for the product in question may originate far from the country
in which the product or service is consumed.
Australia for example is estimated to
contain 15,000 people living in slavery-like conditions at any given time4.
However, as mentioned, the Asia-Pacific region is estimated to contain two
thirds of the 40 million persons trapped
in modern slavery and with significant
trade-flows between the two, the risk
of Australian companies supporting
industries reliant on modern slavery is
significantly higher than the initial numbers might imply.

Regulatory response
Since the turn of the century there has
been a mounting global push to better
understand and manage corporate
supply chains, in terms of both governance and legislation2. Supply chain
transparency is viewed as essential to
ensuring that corporate governance
practices do not cause, or contribute
to, criminal exploitation.

and support best practice and strong
corporate citizenship within our operations and across the property industry.
Cromwell has started collaborating with
its construction partners to introduce
modern slavery training and awareness
as part of contractor induction processes, and is committed to working with
our supplier partners to address the
modern slavery risks in our supply chains and operations.

The national database will enable participants to identify risk in supply chains
through a detailed evaluation survey of
suppliers. The database combines numerous external risk databases which
align specifically to geographic location and business activity. The database brings together the strength and
depth of the property industry to share
knowledge and create a unified approach to effect change and mitigate the
risks of modern slavery.

Led by the Property Council’s National
Sustainability Roundtable, Cromwell is
collaborating alongside a select group
of industry-leading companies to co-create an online database that would
provide a consistent framework for reporting and reduce the reporting burden for suppliers. The framework and
subsequent database will be piloted
collectively, with the intention of opening it to the entire property industry to
use and share information7.

Cromwell Property Group is a real estate investor and manager operating on
three continents with a global investor
base. We are focused on creating value
and providing sustainable returns for
investors and security holders. The Cromwell Direct Property Fund is available
on Powerwrap and is a monthly income
producing investment with long-term
capital growth potential, consisting of
a diverse portfolio of carefully selected
commercial properties.

The United Kingdom (UK) was the first
country to formally recognise the need
to address modern slavery with the
Modern Slavery Act 2015. Legislation
requires all commercial organisations in
any sector with a global annual turnover of £36 million or above to disclose
the steps taken to address modern slavery within their supply chains3.
In December 2018, Australian Parliament
followed by enacting the Modern Slavery Act (MSA), which commenced in
January 20193. The Act requires organisations with an annual consolidated
revenue of more than $100 million to
prepare a publicly available statement
which identifies and addresses the risks
of modern slavery in their operations
and supply chains, and reports on the
actions being implemented to address
them4.
Cromwell committed to leading the
property industry’s response
In line with Cromwell’s sustainability
framework and commitment to ethical practice and transparent reporting,
Cromwell recognises there may be risks
of modern slavery within aspects of our
business activities. We are committed
to ensuring we comply with the MSA
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The truth about soy and almonds
food products including soy sauce, soy
milk, tofu and tempeh. But most of the
soy produced across the globe doesn’t
end up directly on our plate.

As awareness about climate change
increases many people are looking for
ways to reduce their carbon emissions.
One of the ways to do this is through
the food choices we make.
Because meat and dairy have a high
carbon footprint some people decide
to cut down on animal products, replacing them with plant-based alternatives. Common sources of protein are soy
products like tofu and tempeh, while almond milk is a popular replacement for
cow’s milk.
But consumers of soy and almonds have
been getting a bad rap lately. Critics of
the versatile bean and nutritious nut are
saying that their environmental profile
isn’t as green as we’d all like to believe.
SOY BEANS AND ANIMAL FEED
Even if you’re not a vegetarian, the chances are that you tuck into soy regularly.
Soy beans are used to make a range of
JUNE 2019

A 2016 research paper estimates that
between 70 to 75% of all soy crops are
used to feed livestock. Soy also produces oil which is used to make biodiesel.
Only a 6% of soy crops are used to make
soy food products for humans to eat.
It’s true that demand for soy is growing
but it’s not being driven by vegetarians
and vegans. Instead, it’s used to feed
the increasing amount of livestock on
the planet. These animals are being reared to keep up with the world’s growing
demand for meat, dairy and eggs.
Increasing soy production has been
causing serious environmental issues in
South America where rainforests have
been cleared to grow soy beans for
animal feed. This land clearing contributes to climate change because trees
that convert carbon dioxide into oxygen
are lost. The Amazon rainforest, which
is often referred to as the ‘lungs of the
planet’, is facing new threats from the
government of Brazilian president Jair
Bolsonaro. Land clearing also contributes to the biodiversity crisis as animal
habitats are destroyed to make way for
mass agriculture.

TRACKING THE ALMOND FOOTPRINT
Almonds are a great source of protein,
vitamin E, and minerals like magnesium and fibre. They can be eaten raw
or roasted, ground up as almond meal,
spread on toast as almond butter or
drunk as almond milk.
About 80% of the world’s almonds
come from California. The state recently suffered a frightening 376 weeks of
drought which lasted from December
2011 to March 2019. During this time
there was a lot of concern about the
amount of water being used to produce
almond crops.
According to The Almond Board of California crop growers managed to reduce
the amount of water they used over two
decades by 33%. It’s still true that you
need to use more water to produce nuts
than you do to grow vegetables, fruits
and pulses. But the amount of water
needed to produce beef dwarfs all other
food products, requiring 112 litres of water for every gram of food produced.
But how does almond milk stack up when compared to other milks?
A study by University of Oxford researcher Joseph Poore and Swiss researcher Thomas Nemecek assessed a
range of milks for their environmental

impacts. While the researchers found
that almond milk needed more water
to produce than soy or oat milk it still
required less water than an average
glass of cow’s milk. It’s also important
to look at a food product’s whole environmental footprint rather than just focus on one element. Overall, the researchers found that almond milk produced
fewer greenhouse emissions than dairy,
rice, soy and oat milk and required at
least 10 times less land to produce than
dairy milk.
Almonds also provide another important positive for the environment by
helping to feed the bee population. Almond blossoms need bees to pollinate
them to be able to develop into nutlets and then nuts. And the nectar of
almond blossoms is an important food
source for honeybees and bumblebees,
which makes it a win-win situation for
both almonds and bees.
THE BOTTOM LINE
It’s fair to say global soy and almond
production uses substantial environmental resources including land and
water. However, that doesn’t tell the full
story. Over 90% of soy is turned into
animal feed to create meat and dairy
products. And while it’s true almonds
require lots of water, the overall environmental impact of almond milk is far
lower than dairy milk.
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Building a retirement
portfolio - 6 mistakes
easier in today‘s world. We no longer
rely on a street map, we turn to technology like Google Maps, which analyses
big data with sophisticated algorithms
to create a personalised journey.

Retirement should be no different.

Wade Matterson, Principal &
Practice Leader, Milliman
More Australians are retiring with higher superannuation balances than at
any other time in history – and they
have lifestyle expectations to match.
Retirement portfolios have a lot of heavy lifting to do. They must make a lifetime of savings last for an undefined
number of years to support an ever-changing retirement lifestyle.
It‘s a near impossible task that falls at
the feet of advisers. There are no easy
answers, but there are some common
mistakes to avoid that can help advisers deliver what clients want and show
their true value.

1. Leading with products, not solutions
The financial services industry has been
built around products, but they’re simply one conduit to achieve the type of
retirement Australians want. The industry and media remain focused on the
best performing funds, when the real
question is what actions should people
take to achieve their goals?
Only high-quality advice can provide
the answer. It takes an adviser with
strong IQ and EQ to understand clients‘
problems, goals and risks, which form
the basis of practical, tailored solutions.
Product providers are not well placed
to answer these questions – just look at
the post-retirement sector, which is littered with failed products, showing just
how often they miss the mark.

However, we often put clients into
broad categories defined by their risk
profiles. While it can provide important
information and is a necessary part of
compliance, it fails to capture crucial information.
We need to build portfolios that consider an individual‘s exposure and preferences for markets (return), longevity
(time), inflation (spending) and health
(liquidity), which are incorporated with
their personal goals. Clients can express these needs in terms of their goals
and their level of conviction for each
one, creating ‚goal profiles‘.
Technology and data are helping advisers create unique retirement experiences at scale.
For example, the Milliman Retirement
Expectations and Spending Profiles
(ESP), based on anonymised bank
transaction data, shows that the median retired couple’s expenditure falls
by more than one-third (36.7%) as they
move from their peak spending years
in early retirement (65 to 69 years of
age) and into older age (85 years and
beyond).
The drop-off is more marked for wealthier retirees, who initially spend more
on discretionary items than others.

3. It‘s not just about fees and returns
The Productivity Commission review of
the superannuation sector, as well as
the recent Royal Commission, have propelled the industry towards a simplistic
fee and return debate.

2. One size (or six) does not fit all

While fees and returns are important
factors to consider, people are ultimately concerned about their ability to
meet their expectations.

Getting from point A to point B is a lot

Risk naturally becomes far more impor-

tant as clients approach and progress
through retirement. This isn‘t captured
in fees or headline returns.
Not all balanced funds are created equal or are actually balanced, as the global financial crisis revealed. Risk, and
the levers to manage it, change as retirees age, their goals shift, and as the
amount they have invested falls.

4. Risk is poorly quantified, managed or
communicated.
Risk is difficult to identify, quantify, and
manage.
Loss-averse retirees are at particular
risk of switching their investments to
a lower-risk investment option during
a market downturn. The popular bucket strategy is one way to help manage
these negative behavioural biases, such
as mental accounting.
They can take some comfort knowing
they can continue drawing down on the
cash bucket while their equities bucket
recovers during a market correction.
However, this approach relies heavily on
the assumption that equity markets will
quickly revert to the mean. However,
it took equity markets 4.6 years to recover from the global financial crisis in
2008 and 7.9 years to recover from the
1970 downturn.
Another strategy to manage risk is to
run a stochastic analysis to determine
the probability of a portfolio achieving its goals. This is useful but often
neglects to also measure the shortfall
when a portfolio fails. We find more
aggressive portfolios often produce a
higher probability of success but when
they fail, the shortfall is larger, potentially eroding several years of income.
Managed risk overlays offer another
lever that advisers can pull to directly
protect portfolios from extreme volatility and sharp capital losses by using a
replicable process.

5. Failure to allow for behavioural bias
Loss aversion is one of the most da-

maging behavioural biases for retirees.
It refers to the way an average person
feels the pain from a loss twice as much
as the pleasure they feel from a financial gain. In other words, the pain of losing $1,000 is as strong as the satisfaction of gaining $2,000.
However, retirees can be five times
more sensitive to losses, which is an intuitive response given their savings are
around their peak and their ability to
ride out any losses is not what it was
when they were still saving.
Portfolios that fail to acknowledge these tendencies, which are not always
captured during the risk profiling process, are leaving their clients at risk.

6. Poor fit with adviser practices and investment approaches
The industry will continue to see a
range of new investment solutions that
have the potential to fill pieces of the
retirement jigsaw – but many will fail
because they don‘t respect the advice
industry‘s processes and the way advisers work.
Solutions must be flexible enough to
be tailored to clients’ needs and adapt
to their changing circumstances. They
must fit into holistic objectives while
the benefits must be quantifiable and
meet regulatory requirements. Advisers shouldn’t be faced with a choice
between demonstrating compliance
and delivering strong outcomes for
their clients.
Solutions should be implemented in the
most efficient way, whether through
a platform, managed account, ETF or
alternative structure. Similarly, we are
now in an era of plug and play where advisers and their clients expect to
choose their own best of breed solutions rather than compromise.
The Baby Boomers have consistently
forged their own path and challenged
the status quo. As they move into retirement, the industry needs to continue this legacy and accelerate our own
pace of change. Generations to come
will be better off as a result.
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Portfolio benefits of precious metals

A

key belief behind the Cor Capital philosophy is that surprise
events have an under-appreciated influence on long-term returns.
A recent example of such a surprise is
the whipsaw effect on asset prices of
central bank guidance backflips post
the December quarter stock market
correction.
As an alternative to predicting such
market moves, the Cor Capital approach is to diversify equally for a range
of consequential market outcomes so
that investors don’t miss out on positive surprises and simultaneously are
not over-exposed to large negative
shocks.
This ‘absolute’ diversity is critical for
the management of capital in the

Fund, as the big portfolio swings that
come with more concentrated approaches typically induce emotional and
often irrational responses.
However, extrapolating past performance has worked well as a strategy since the Global Financial Crisis
due to quantitative easing and other
unconventional monetary policies; excessive risk taking has been rewarded
and savers such as retirees have been
punished.
Conservative investors holding ‘insurance’ against their equities and
bond holdings in the form of precious
metals or cash have done quite well
and slept easily, even though behind
in pure performance terms relative to
those employing riskier approaches.

They know that just because a claim
on their insurance wasn’t made (yet),
doesn’t mean it wasn’t worth having.
At some point in the future it will become clear that interest rate manipulation causes misallocation of capital and is injurious to wealth, even
if it appears to be the best thing for
economic growth in the short term.
In Australia we are now seeing conservative term deposit investors turning to the stock market to make up
for low cash rates, no doubt with past
capital growth rates for misguided
comfort. The result could be a crisis
for pension savings.
Interest in gold bullion has surged recently as sovereign bond yields continue towards zero, causing investors

increasing concern about the future
buying power of currency and value
of governments as debtors. It is inevitable that real assets will become
more important and while that includes many operating businesses and
real estate listed on stock exchanges,
these have had a very strong price
run although remain exposed to the
growing uncertainties of automated
trading and the bubble in cap-weighted index fund investing.
Therefore, it makes sense that gold
is gaining more attention. Liquid
non-financial assets are a rarity for
all portfolio types and it wouldn’t
take much of a demand change
to cause a significant price move.
For more information: Contact@corcapital.com.au

CROMWELL
DIRECT PROPERTY FUND
Regular, reliable income1

An income-producing investment with long-term capital growth potential, consisting of a diverse portfolio of carefully selected
commercial properties.
Income

15

Capital

Total Annual Return (%)

12

9

6

3

0

Tenant Type by Income3

Income Growth Split2 as at 30 June 2019

Income

as at 30 June 2019

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

Inception
(August 13)

5.7%

5.9%

5.9%

7.0%

Growth

1.1%

3.2%

3.5%

3.3%

Total Returns

6.8%

9.1%

9.4%

10.3%

36.4%
Government
35.1%
Other

10 quality commercial
property assets with
an 8.2 year weighted
average lease expiry
(WALE)4

28.5%
Listed Company

Cromwell Funds Management Limited ABN 63 114 782 777 AFSL 333214 (CFM) has prepared this yer and is the responsible entity of, and the issuer of units in, the Cromwell Direct Property Fund
ARSN 165 011 905 (the Fund). In making an investment decision in relation to the Fund, it is important that you read the product disclosure statement dated 29 September 2017 (PDS). The PDS is issued by CFM and is available from www.
cromwell.com.au/dpf or by calling Cromwell’s Investor Services Team directly on: 1300 268 078. Applications for units in the Fund can only be made on the application form accompanying the PDS with approved wording, or an approved sticker,
con rming that the applicant has received, read and understood the PDS. This yer has been prepared without taking into account your objectives, nancial situation or needs. Before making an investment decision, you should consider the PDS
and assess, with or without your nancial or tax adviser, whether the Fund ts your objectives, nancial situation or needs. CFM and its related bodies corporate, and their associates, do not receive any remuneration or bene ts for the general advice
given in this yer. If you acquire units in the Fund, CFM and certain related parties may receive fees from the Fund and these fees are disclosed in the PDS.
Please note: Any investment, including an investment in the Fund, is subject to risk. If a risk eventuates, it may result in reduced distributions and/or a loss of some or all of the capital value of your investment. See the PDS for examples of key
risks. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Forward-looking statements in this yer are provided as a general guide only. Capital growth, distributions and tax consequences cannot be guaranteed. Forward-looking
statements and the performance of the Fund are subject to the risks and assumptions set out in the PDS.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Capital growth and income distributions are not guaranteed and are subject to the assumptions and risks contained in the PDS.
After fees and costs. Performance data for periods longer than one year have been annualised. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
Positions in the Fund are subject to change.
Calculated on a ‘look-through’ gross passing income basis.
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Giving fixed income the green light

Kim Nguyen
Head of Australia Foresight Group

M

any Australians are keen to
allocate a portion of their
portfolio to environmentally or
socially sustainable investments. They
realise that investing for their own financial future is not at odds with investing for wider positive change and
sustainability. In fact, leading institutional investors have begun to chase
sustainable investments for revenue
and value retention reasons as much
as for ethical ones.
But the question is how to ‘impact-invest’ in a way that meets an investor’s
need for yield and income, particularly
in this falling interest rate, record-low
bond rate, late-cycle environment.
One of the major ways that Australia
will invest in a sustainable global future in coming years is via the energy
transition: the shift from a fossil fuel-based to a renewable energy-powered nation. This is an inevitable global
trend, and while Australia is behind
some of its peer nations in this regard,
it is gaining an unstoppable momentum. Even without federal mandates,
Australia is forecast to be at least
50% powered by renewable energy
by 2030. Globally, power demand
continues to grow fast, and renewable
sources will account for 77% of all investment into new power generation
assets between now and 2050.

The next phase of Australian energy
So, where and how will the development of renewable energy occur in
Australia? A significant portion of the
domestic growth in renewables will be
from small-scale renewable assets (c.
50MW or less) such as solar and wind
farms. Small-scale projects have several operational advantages over larger
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sites. Firstly, it is easier to locate them
closer to areas with high electricity
demand, meaning that energy is transmitted over a shorter distance with a
lower loss rate. Secondly, small-scale
projects can have lower grid connection costs and a simpler grid registration process, resulting in faster construction periods. These advantages
are likely to result in improved returns for investors with the asset able
to generate revenue much sooner.
Despite their attractions from a
commercial perspective, smaller-scale
projects struggle to access commercial bank debt. This is partly due to the
relatively high cost of assessing these projects compared to large-scale
opportunities, as well as commercial bank preference to deploy large
amounts of capital at greater speed
than is possible in smaller projects.
When small-scale projects do access
debt, the level of gearing typically offered is much lower than it is for their
large-scale counterparts. This funding
gap in the debt market presents a
significant opportunity for Australian investors, but to capitalise on it
requires an experienced renewable
energy infrastructure investment manager that is committed to and experienced in the Australian market.

Investing for a smarter future
As an asset class, infrastructure is
characterised by stable and resilient
demand, high barriers to entry, and
typically long-term highly-predictable
revenue streams. Infrastructure assets
tend to have relatively simple capital structures, typically financed by a
mixture of secured debt and equity.
Investors that see the value and opportunity in renewable energy infrastructure typically have different ways
to access the asset class. Investors
can invest directly through unlisted
(private) debt or equity, or via listed
(public) debt or equity. If you are considering allocating a portion of your
portfolio to this asset class then, as for
any other, you must consider your risk,
investment term, and yield appetites.
Infrastructure debt is rarely accessible for individual investors despite

its attractive return characteristics.
Investors in infrastructure debt receive a scheduled profile of interest and
principal repayments, while equity investors receive any residual cashflows
that are produced by the asset after
debt payments. As a result, there is
less risk for debt providers, as equity
investors will be the first to suffer any
losses arising from unexpected cost
or revenue deterioration.

•

•

What are the investment characteristics of infrastructure debt?

•

Low Risk: Infrastructure debt experiences low historical losses compared with corporate bonds and
is backed by real assets, which increases the ability to recover funds
in the unlikely event of default.

•

Diversification: Infrastructure debt offers important diversification benefits
within a balanced portfolio, as returns
are less sensitive to economic events
than equities or corporate bonds.
Higher Return: While typically less
liquid than listed corporate bonds,
infrastructure debt offers investors the opportunity for an illiquidity premium and higher returns.
Long Duration: Infrastructure debt
invests in long-term assets that typically benefit from long dated, predictable and stable cash flows. The
stability of these cash flows means that a relatively high level of
borrowing can be safely sustained.
How does infrastructure debt compare to other traditional fixed income options?
•

•

Australian Government Bonds, with
AAA-credit ratings, represent one
of the safest investment options
and can be a useful diversifier
as they have a low correlation
to equities, but expected returns
can fall short of investors’ income
requirements.
Listed Corporate Bonds are expected to deliver moderately higher
returns than government bonds,
but liquidity for wholesale investors is limited and expected income provision is also lower.

High Yield Fixed Income consists
mostly of sub-investment grade corporate and government
bonds. They are expected to deliver a reasonably attractive return,
but at a significant step-up in volatility.
Both Australian Equities and Global
Equities markets are forecast to
deliver reasonably high single
digit annual returns over the coming 5 years. But this comes at a
price: much higher volatility.
Historically Real Estate has been an
attractive alternative income generating asset class for investors,
however Australian commercial
and residential property prices
are experiencing a downwards
correction.
For wholesale investors who can
access infrastructure debt asset
class, it offers higher returns than
corporate and government bonds
and lower volatility than high
yield fixed income, equities and
real estate

Renewable infrastructure debt: Now
available for Australian wholesale investors
Foresight is a leading renewables infrastructure investor with over AUD$5.6
billion of energy infrastructure assets
under management and is one of the
largest international investors in solar
in Australia with over 250MW assets
under management. Foresight is set
to launch the Foresight Renewable
Energy Income Fund in Q3 2019.
Designed for investors looking for
both an attractive and a reliable income stream and a sustainable investment into Australia’s future, the
Fund will offer direct exposure to
Australian renewables and an attractive risk-adjusted return over a five-year target Fund life.

For more information, visit foresightgroup.eu or contact Kim Nguyen,
Head of Australia, Foresight Group at
KNguyen@ForesightGroupau.com or
Winston Capital, Foresight’s Australian distribution partner, at Stephen@
WinstonCapital.com.au.
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Impact investing is here, it’s sizable
and still growing
pact alongside a financial return.

Will Richardson
Head of Venture Capital

Y

ou’re shopping at the supermarket and there are two products
on the shelf. They both do the
same thing, both cost roughly the same
price. One, however, says clearly on the
packaging that its existence funds initiatives to abolish poverty, the other
does not.

Which one do you pick?
In consumer goods and many other categories, ‘good’ is the new ‘cool’. This
trend which has pervaded consumer
purchasing habits for the better part of
a decade has moved into investing in
a big way. The marriage of investment
and sustainability and social change is
no longer considered a fringe finance
trend.
Right under everyone‘s noses, it’s become mainstream.
Just last year, BlackRock CEO Larry
Fink joined a rising chorus consisting of
Al Gore, the Rockefeller family, Ray Dalio and other powerful voices, speaking
up on this trend. Talking at the New
York Times Dealbook Conference, Fink
said that within five years, all investors
will be using ESG (environmental, social, and governance) metrics.
So we invite you to get ahead of this
prediction.
Impact investing is here, it‘s sizable and
still growing. The more you understand
about impact investing, the more likely
you are to shift towards it as the benefits are clear.

So what is impact investing?
According to the Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN): impact investments are investments made with
the intention to generate positive, measurable social and environmental im-

We see the rise of impact investing as
statement that the world’s vast reserves of capital, and the crowds of finance
and business experts, have astounding
potential to help solve this generation’s
challenges, like the climate emergency,
or like improving health and wellbeing.
In short finance can be, and must be,
a force for good. It can help produce
outcomes that are great for people and
great for the planet.
Impact investing is purposefully broad
in its definition and can be applied to
many markets, industries and sectors.
When it comes to investment, there’s a
spectrum. For instance: Some investors
are willing to take lower returns for higher impact. Others are more focused
on not letting impact overtake returns.
As for the size of the trend, the latest
global data from the GIIN estimates the
impact investing industry to be worth
$US502 billion globally, meaning that
the survey covered almost half of the
total assets under management that
are considered, impact investments“.
In Australia, the Responsible Investment
Association of Australasia (RIAA) found the growth in impact investment has
accelerated to reach $AUD13.8 billion.
This growth is primarily being driven by
new green bonds ($2.8b growth) but
also social impact and renewable energy funds grew too ($1.5b combined).
Where does Impact Investing belong in
my portfolio?
The short answer is that impact can be
a lens applied to all of your investments.
The more prudent question is should you invest with specialised impact
groups, or generalists who are embracing the trend. Regardless of where
your money goes, you should strongly
consider asking about impact as part of
your due diligence.
From our observations, having worked
in the sector for a decent amount of
time, specialist impact companies have
a few distinct advantages over their
counterparts.
They are generally better at understanding consumer sentiment and finding
its favour. They find it easier to hire and
retain the best talent -- due to giving

staff a greater purpose than just paid
work. Specialist impact companies can
also capitalise on a growing global pool
of funding and co-operation from government and NGOs with similar values
and goals.
Some newcomers to impact investing,
or generalists, may hedge their bets,
perceiving impact investing as an asset
class rather than as a fundamental
change of practice.
We can see that legacy ‘safe’ investments are quickly working to shoe-horn their way to become more
attractive for responsible and impact
investors. The recent announcement
of a spin-off of Woolworths’ gambling
assets is a recent example of this.

Where is the opportunity in Impact
Investing?

So what does this all mean?
The phrase ‘impact investment’ is incredibly buzzy right now. But in truth, everyone in the sector operates with the
idea that it is a temporary term.
The way markets and sentiments are
shifting means that impact will become
a typical point of interest in the due diligence process. Work is underway on
better defining and classifying ‘impact’
in order to facilitate this shift.

The RIAA’s latest benchmark report
shows that private equity makes up 0.1
per cent of overall impact investment
in Australia. Yet from our perspective
it’s the most open to opportunity, both
from a return and impact perspective.

As investors, it’s crucial to be aware of
this trend and adapt your investing behavior ahead of it. From our perspective, this is where the market is heading,
and early adopters are already capitalising on this trend.

The vast majority of impact investment
however is tied up in green bonds, community finance and property.
Source: RIAA

It need not be daunting. Unlike an industry or asset class trend, this isn’t a
new body of knowledge that you need
to absorb to be successful. In essence,
it all starts with a simple question during due diligence: “What is the impact
of this deal?”

Australia’s venture capital industry -- an
indicator of private investment in this
space -- is slowly but surely catching
up on this trend.
It’s dawned on the VC industry that
Australia’s startup sector is full of incredible people looking to leverage solid
business models to solve key societal issues. They’ve also recognised the
growth of this trend and the calibre of
business it’s creating.
Across many leading funds in Australia,
there has been a significant pivot towards impact investment. Where once
this sector was niche, now it is a trend
among the venture capital industry.
But there are still only a handful of
funds that sole specialise in impact investment, and beyond that have a qualified, empirical means of calculating
impact.
For example, Giant Leap is Australia’s
first venture capital fund that is 100 per
cent dedicated to investing in impact
startups – rapidly scalable businesses
that blend financial returns with real
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and measurable social and environmental benefits. Giant Leap Fund’s parent
company, Impact Investment Group
(IIG) is a key player and leader in this
sector, and a significant contributor to
this data. It manages approximately
$750 million in funds, investing in everything from renewable energy, social
finance, green real-estate projects.

Giant Leap Fund
Giant Leap is Australia’s first venture
capital fund that is 100 per cent dedicated to investing in impact startups –
rapidly scalable businesses that blend
financial returns with real and measurable social and environmental benefits.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Founded in 2016
Fund size: $15 million
Forecast IRR: 20% post-fees
10-year term
Tax-free returns for investors
Three themes: health and wellbeing, sustainable living and empowering people
Currently invested in 12 portfolio
companies
Outperforming global venture capital funds of its 2016 vintage
Expressions of interest for Giant
Leap Fund II to contact below

Website: http://www.giantleapfund.vc
Contact: Will Richardson.
Email address: will@impact-group.com.au
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Here’s how we’re growing your
money in 2019

Dan Macri
Chief Investment Officer

O

ur investment team achieved strong returns in the first
half of 2019 despite signs of
slowing economic growth at home
and overseas. Our Chief Investment
Officer David Macri has the lowdown.
We have started 2019 on a positive
note with strong investment performance for the first six months of the
year. The Emerging Companies Fund,
the Diversified Shares Fund and the
International Shares Fund all outperformed their relevant benchmarks
over six and 12-month periods to 30
June 2019. While our Australian Shares Fund underperformed its benchmark over the six-month period, it
outperformed over the full financial
year with considerably less volatility.
Our Fixed Interest Fund met its objective by performing in line with its
benchmark (before fees).

GREAT RETURNS FROM RENEWABLE
ENERGY
Some of our best performing domestic stocks were Meridian Energy, Mercury and Contact Energy which returned 62%, 52% and 42% respectively.
All three of these companies are renewable energy generators and retailers
operating in New Zealand and listed
on the Australian Securities Exchange
(ASX). They generated most of their
energy from hydro, geothermal and
wind resources and benefited from
favourable operating conditions.
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In the IT sector, cloud software reseller Rhipe increased an impressive 141%
over the 12 months to 30 June 2019.
The company benefited from the increasing trend of businesses moving
into cloud-based software. Microsoft
accounts for roughly three quarters of
Rhipe’s business with Office 365 and
Microsoft Azure driving the company’s revenue growth.
Another notable name is Bigtincan,
which is a software company that offers tools for sales and marketing staff. Bigtincan’s share price has doubled
during the six months to June 30 and
was up 62.5% over 12 months as a result of strong growth.

SOLAR-POWERED TOMATO FARMING
As we have grown as a company,
we have been able to expand our investments in the alternatives asset
class (that is, investments other than
typical stocks and bonds). Through our investment in the Morrison
Growth Infrastructure Fund we have
invested in Sundrop, a tomato farm in
Port Augusta, South Australia.
The farm integrates its greenhouses
with an onsite solar farm and a desalinisation plant, which reduces its
dependence on grid energy and minimises its use of fresh water sources.
These innovations make the company
less vulnerable to increasing energy
costs and drought. This style of farming is a new method of agriculture
and one which is far less taxing on
its local environment and resources.
Sundrop currently produces about
15% of Australia’s tomato supply.

AUSTRALIA HAS LED THE GLOBAL RALLY
Markets experienced a mostly uninterrupted upswing in the six months
to 30 June 2019 with the ASX leading
the rally by posting a 19.7% return.

However, the Australian economy has
been showing signs of slowing with
both weak GDP growth and poor
wages growth.

prospect of an economic slowdown.
Global fixed interest delivered 5.6%
while the Australian fixed interest
market posted a 6.6% return.

The stock market was buoyed by the
surprise federal election result in May.
The Coalition’s victory not only saw
tax cuts legislated, but it also put to
rest concerns about the impact of
some of Labor’s proposed changes to
capital gains tax and franking credits.

The bond market is indicating investors are strongly anticipating further
cuts across the globe over the next 12
months, most notably in the US. This
is in stark contrast to investor sentiment in July 2018 when the broad
consensus was that interest rates had
reached their low point and were moving upwards to more normal levels.
So what has changed in the past 12
months? In part, markets are just following the normal economic cycle.
With the global economy generally
tracking well over the last 2-3 years,
the market is contemplating whether
we may have passed the peak.

The market also responded positively
to improved lending conditions. The
final report from the Banking Royal
Commission delivered a weaker blow
to the banks than anticipated, while
reduced borrowing activity caused
regulators to unwind some of the tighter lending standards that were introduced in 2018. Meanwhile, the RBA
has cut interest rates for a second
consecutive month to a historic low of
1%, in the first back-to-back cut since
2012. The housing market is now starting to show more promising signs
due to the lower borrowing rates.

GLOBAL MARKETS SOARING, BUT HAS
THE CYCLE PEAKED?
Shifting to the global market, financial
markets delivered strong returns over
the six months ending 30 June 2019
following the significant volatility and
negative sentiment that characterised
the last few months of 2018.
Equity markets across developed
economies benefited from some progress in the trade war between the US
and China, as well as moves by the US
Federal Reserve to loosen monetary
policy. More broadly, the MSCI World
Index ex-Australia, which represents
global markets excluding Australia,
returned 16.2%.
Bond markets also benefited in this
environment with bond yields falling
as markets began to incorporate the

However, geopolitical events have
also been a major contributor. While perhaps not as bad as was initially
feared, the US-China trade tensions
have played a role in economic uncertainty and instability – and not just for
the US and China, but for the global
economy more broadly. In the UK the
political situation has progressed from
bad to worse. The ascension of Boris
Johnson as prime minister means the
prospect of a no-deal Brexit has become a material possibility, giving rise
to considerable economic uncertainty
for the UK and the European Union.
While bonds and stocks appear to be
reacting to two contradictory sets of
economic circumstances, the reality is that equity markets are rallying
thanks to the shift in central bank policy that has provided a stimulatory
nudge as well as reduced fears about
impending rate hikes. While the global economic and political uncertainty is worth monitoring, the market currently believes central bank stimulus
will be enough to ward off an economic downturn in the short term – and
that’s good news for investors.
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We invest in fresh fruit and
vegetables with Costa Group

C

osta Group is an Australian success story. It has gone from
humble beginnings as a family-owned fruit shop in Geelong to become the largest horticultural company
in Australia. We look at the positives
as well as the areas where the fruit
and vegetables giant has room for
improvement.
Costa is the largest supplier of fresh
fruit and vegetables in Australia. The
company grows, packages and markets berries, mushrooms, citrus (including table grapes), glasshouse-grown
tomatoes, avocados and bananas.
Costa also has interests in two berry
operations overseas. The company
runs a joint venture with Driscoll’s in
China and took a controlling stake in
Moroccan blueberry producer African
Blue in 2018.

HOW COSTA MADE BLUEBERRIES
CHEAPER
Unlike some of its competitors, Costa
aims to grow and supply fruits and vegetables all year round. The company
also supplies blueberries 52 weeks of
the year which has driven down the
average price for consumers, with 125
gram punnets falling from more than
$10 to as little as $3 (depending on
the season). So how does Costa manage it? Part of the answer is its development of more resistant varieties of
blueberries that can be grown all year
round. The company also uses polythene tunnels that it calls ‘protected
cropping’ to keep hungry birds and
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extreme weather events away from its
berries. Finally, Costa has berry farms
across four Australian states which
reduces the risk of a single weather
event wiping out all its crops.
Along with its domestic growing business, Costa earns an income by
growing berries overseas. The company has a joint venture with Driscoll’s to grow blueberries, raspberries
and blackberries in Southern China.
Costa also grows blueberries in Morocco for consumption in the UK and
continental Europe via the company
African Blue, which Costa fully aquired in 2018. The impact of this acquisition, along with the biennial citrus
crop being in an ‘off’ year, contributed
to a poor result for the second half of
2018. This was compounded on 30
May 2019 when the company downgraded its earnings guidance again
due to weather-related setbacks.
However, we are confident that Costa
has a solid growth story and that the
recent downgrades are cyclical rather
than structural. Like any agricultural
company, Costa is susceptible to numerous risks including poor weather
and fluctuating product prices.

COSTA PASSES OUR ETHICS TEST –
FOR NOW
We have very strict ethical rules when
it comes to food producers. For a food
production company to be investable
under our Ethical Charter it must produce food that forms part of a healthy
diet. Costa certainly ticks that box:

blueberries, avocados, mushrooms,
tomatoes and citrus fruits are all included in the World Health Organisation’s healthy diet guidelines.
However, even if the food is healthy it
must be produced in an environmentally sustainable way and avoid unnecessary harm to humans and animals.
In its 2018 Sustainability Report, Costa laid out its Sustainable Commercial
Farming strategy which aims to “balance commercial fresh produce production with environmental responsibility and affordability with quality, in
order that healthy and nutritious food
is available to everyone for generations to come”. According to the company’s website, it uses “organic and
biological pest and disease control
methods on [its] crops where practical and cost efficient”. Where chemicals are used, Costa says it closely
monitors their effectiveness to ensure
compliance with maximum residue limits. As for energy efficiency, in 2018
the company commenced the installation of 5,000 solar panels at its Monarto South Australia mushroom farm
that will have a capacity of 2,000 kilowatts.
Regarding labour standards, the seasonal nature of the agricultural industry means more than 80% of Costa’s
workers are either contractors, casual
or part-time. The company states in
its sustainability report that “human
resource practictioners” have been
employed in China to ensure “all legal
obligations are continuously being

met”.
In May 2019 we asked Costa a series
of questions about its use of pesticides and the steps it is taking to avoid
human rights breaches in its operations and supply chain. We wanted to
know which pesticides Costa uses,
whether its pesticide use is decreasing, and whether it uses GMO technology. On human rights, we wanted
to know whether it had specific human rights policies, how it assesses
labour hire companies’ compliance
with those policies, how it reduces
the risk of human rights abuses for its
staff and contractors in Morocco and
China, and whether Costa intends to
report under the new Modern Slavery Act. While we were comfortable
that Costa is taking appropriate steps
on the human rights front, some of
the responses on pesticide use raised concerns. We would like to see
the company measure and disclose
its use of pesticides, herbicides and
insecticides to confirm its usage per
unit of production is going down.
We also hope this will incentivise the
company’s adoption of alternatives to
pesticides. We we will reassess Costa
from an ethics perspective in 2020.
Costa does a lot of good by producing relatively cheap fresh fruit and
vegetables. However, no company is
perfect and we will continue to scrutinise Costa to make sure they align
with the principles of our Ethical
Charter.
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